A sia Society Hong Kong Center’s ‘20th Century Chinese Female Artists Exhibition Series’, the first of its kind in Hong Kong, aims to reclaim the story of Chinese female artists. By providing local Hong Kong audiences with important examples of their artistic accomplishments, we hope to honor these female artists with the public recognition they deserve for their contribution to the making of modern China. From a wider community context, ‘the Series’ fits into the discourse on female empowerment and equality in today’s Hong Kong, where research indicates that women continue to face challenges in male-dominated industries as well as gender stereotypes in the media and the workplace.

While the diverse achievements of female talents across different fields have gained better light in recent years, female artists remain an under-represented and under-appreciated segment in many societies and even more so across Chinese communities. Yet the emergence of female artists in 20th century China was a testament to both the country’s social progress and the various redefinitions of modernity that were adopted in a historical context complicated by wars and disasters. In scholastic contexts, the field of painting the human figure. The taboo of life drawing was still banned from women, as it was considered morally improper. Art historian Linda Nochlin identifies this restriction as a significant obstacle to women’s artistic potential, because the highest forms of painting all require mastery of painting the human figure. The taboo of life drawing in China continued through to the 1930s and Pan constantly had to confront and overcome the contentious emancipation of the female body in her art-making.

The exhibition: Song of Spring

In search of creative breathing space, Pan returned to Paris in 1937 to find new inspiration for her own visual language. The many striking portraits she completed in this period opens the exhibition, entitled: Song of Spring: Pan Yu-Lin in Paris. In western art history, portraiture had historically asserted the status of the sitter. The fact that Pan, a Chinese woman artist, often depicted herself at the canvas is an assertion of her individual identity and the appropriation of western art modality for new expression in modern Chinese art. Pan’s iconic works of the nude continue the exhibition. Depicted in sketches, ink and color, and oil, Pan’s female nudes reveal how she could capture natural expression of the body involved in various activities, with her subjects often oblivious to our gaze, completely at ease in their physicality. Many of Pan’s nudes combine the fluid lines of Chinese calligraphy with western pointillist approach to color, creating a unique modern aesthetic that bridges eastern and western sensibilities. Pan also often represented women speaking to her experiences as an émigré artist in France. The exhibition concludes with Pan’s humanistic vision in a series of dancing women that spotlight free expression of the female body in idyllic visions, and reveal her ability to translate the vitality and emotion of these-dimensional human bodies on canvas. This first-ever solo exhibition of Pan Yu-Lin in Hong Kong brings treasured works, many grade one cultural relics, from the Anhui Museum to a local audience in a rare presentation. The life and art of Pan Yu-Lin is invaluable for understanding the impact of Western painting on modern Chinese art and the significance of revolutionsizing culture in the making of modern China. Pan’s embodiment of the learned and independent New Republican woman also speaks to the greater history of Chinese female emancipation and sheds light on contemporary gender discourses that are increasingly urgent today.

With thanks to Song of Spring: Pan Yu-Lin in Paris is guest curated by Dr Eric Lefebvre, Director of Cernuschi Museum in Paris, with Joyce Hai-ting Wong (Chantal Miller Gallery, Asia Society Hong Kong Center) as assistant curator. In 2017, Joyce Hai-ting Wong was also involved with the first installation of ASHK’s ‘20th Century Chinese Female Artist Series’: Portrait Her Way: The Ink Art of Fang Zhaoling. Exhibition sponsored by The Hong Kong Jockey Club Charities Trust, and part of ASHK’s ‘20th Century Chinese Female Artist Series’.